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ABSTRACT

Previous research suggests that Participatory Design (PD) is a very promising approach for involving children with Autism Spectrum Conditions (ASC) in generating design solutions, but also in practising essential skills (e.g. collaboration skills). However, because of their difficulties with social communication accompanied by rigidity in thought and behaviour, these children face significant challenges during PD. Specifically, in the idea generation stage of PD, they have difficulties expressing their creativity. Based on user participation, we built a first version of a low fidelity prototype (iGeneration) for a technology-based tool to elicit creativity in children with ASC during idea generation. This article reports on a research study which explored the feasibility of iGeneration to support children with ASC in creating design ideas for an educational game. The results revealed that the participants engaged and enjoyed working with iGeneration. The children created a number of ideas which were diverse, novel and appropriate for the design tasks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Previous research suggests that PD is a very promising approach for involving individuals with Autism Spectrum Conditions (ASC) in generating technological design solutions (Constantin et al. 2019, Escobedo et al. 2014, Grawemeyer et al. 2012, Keay-Bright. 2007). For children with ASC, PD can not only lead to the design of effective systems, but also be engaging, motivating and inspire them to become design partners (Mazzone et al. 2012). Participation is empowering, giving them confidence to share opinions and ideas with others. In addition, it offers opportunities to develop new skills, such as problem solving, collaboration (Malinverni et al. 2014), design related skills, and a reflective viewpoint towards technology, which are essential in our digital society (Iversen et al. 2017). Particularly, PD is fundamentally intertwined with creativity and could contribute essentially to unlocking it (Makhaeva et al. 2016).

Despite these widely recognized advantages, involving children with ASC in PD is often avoided because of various challenges, including their “communication barriers” (De Leo and Leroy 2008, Keay-Bright 2007) or “time and resource constraints” (Randolph and Eronen 2007). Idea generation, one of the most common PD activities, is particularly challenging as children with autism have difficulties expressing their creativity. Moreover, they require tailored support to be able to generate and communicate their design ideas.

Technology may be a good candidate to support children with ASC during the PD process. Over the last few decades, it has been increasingly designed and employed with children with ASC (Malinverni et al. 2014, Escobedo et al. 2014, Grawemeyer et al. 2012, Frauenberger et al. 2013), particularly due to their affinity toward it, as well as the advantages it brings over traditional methods (e.g. pencil and paper). However, very little has been done to explore how technology can best support children with ASC and designers/researchers during PD. Therefore, the proposed project aims to design the first personalisable technology-based tool.
(iGeneration) to support creativity during the idea generation stage of PD with children with ASC. We believe that such a tool can act as an interface between designers and children with ASC, making their collaboration easier within a more predictable and controllable environment compared to traditional approaches to PD. Moreover, technology affordances can support personalisation, making it easier for the designers/researchers to tailor their PD methods to the individual needs of the involved children.

In this paper, we describe a first low-fidelity version of the iGeneration prototype which was focused on individual interaction to generate design ideas. In the feasibility study reported, we explored whether children with ASC engage, enjoy working with the prototype, and are able to produce design ideas as supported by it and the designer only (collaboration between children will be considered in the next prototype version). To this end, we decided to use paper-based prototype screens and a researcher playing the role of the computer, instead of a technological solution. This may be seen as a limitation, but had a strong motivation given by the need to provide something tangible and concrete enough for the autistic children, to get their views on feasibility, before delving into detailed design. In particular, as they may have difficulties interpreting abstractions (Ropar and Peebles 2007) which are inevitably used in technological tools, we considered it essential to understand whether this would be an issue with our prototype. This way, we can ensure that what is being developed gets the autistic children's 'seal of approval' by respecting their needs.

This study contributed to answer the following three research questions: 1. Could a low-fidelity prototype for technology-based tool support engagement in children with ASC during the idea generation stage of a PD process? 2. Do children with ASC enjoy using the prototype? 3. Are children with ASC able to generate design ideas using the prototype? Additionally, we were interested in collecting ideas to improve the tool.

2. STUDIES TO INFORM THE DESIGN OF IGENERATION

The version of the iGeneration low-fidelity prototype presented here was iteratively designed by involving various stakeholders (N=15): practitioners (e.g. teachers), carers, and researchers. A description of the studies is available in (Constantin and Hourcade 2018). Once the prototype was ready, we evaluated its usability and suitability with five neurotypical (NT) children aged 7 to 11. The study revealed that the NT children engaged and enjoyed using the prototype and that the designed activities/tasks were suitable. They also perceived the tool as being useful to support them in creating design ideas. Some usability problems were identified (e.g. visibility of some buttons and use of error prevention messages), which we addressed.

3. THE IGENERATION PROTOTYPE

The prototype opening page (Figure 1) welcomes the user via a customisable virtual character (VC). The child is asked to type their name, then selects a project to work on and the VC introduces them to the design problem through a fictional story (as in Fails et al. 2013) (Figure 2). The child can read the story or choose the VC to read the story for them. After that, the VC presents the first task, encouraging the child to generate as many design ideas as possible. It tells the child to add an idea on a digital sticky note which can be displayed when pressing the button “Add note” in the bottom left corner of the screen (Figure 3). When the sticky note is displayed, the VC guides the child to introduce ideas by typing, drawing, adding an image from the gallery or through voice recording. These were chosen to encourage the children’s creativity and offer freedom to express themselves in their preferred way. When the child is stuck, the VC prompts them to ask for help by pressing a button, which displays hints (Figure 4). The VC rewards the child for each achievement (after adding a new idea like in Figure 5, completing a task or completing the entire project). The reward is incremental, reflecting the child’s progress, as recommended by (Constantin et al. 2017) based on their research with autistic children. The designer can offer additional support during the interaction, and is meant to analyse the text, drawings, images, recordings of the child’s ideas.
4. DESIGN OF THE FEASIBILITY STUDY

The feasibility study aimed to explore whether children with ASC can interact with the prototype and are able to produce design ideas. It was carried out during a visit to a holiday-time event for autistic children organised in the Connolly School Campus in Blackburn, UK by the Lothian Autistic Society, with the researchers being offered by the organisation 4 hours to finalise it. The study was approved by the University of Edinburgh School of Education Ethics Committee. Well in advance of the day of the study, information sheets and consent forms were sent to parents. We set up the study after we received the signed consent forms. Five children (3 male, 2 female) with a previous ASC diagnosis (all at level 2 according to DSM-5 (APA, 2013)), aged 10-14 (Mean = 12.2; SD = 1.64) and no reported comorbidities (including no intellectual disability), all verbal, participated in the study. Before beginning a session, each child provided informed assent for participation. Three children participated one-by-one, while two preferred to interact with the prototype simultaneously, yet still individually. Each child was accompanied by a parent or carer who were asked to intervene only if needed, to help explain or support the child. Three researchers were present, playing the roles of facilitator, computer to change the paper screens for the child, and video recorder of the session. A session lasted for about 40 minutes.

After a brief introduction, the children were asked to use the prototype without training and create design ideas for an educational game focused on friendship (characterising friends and the activities they would enjoy together). The game was structured around five tasks. The first four were designed to gather ideas of game features (e.g. characters and activities) while the last collected ideas of rewards (possibly different to the ones already received) children preferred when they came up with an idea, completed a task or the entire game. Finally, a short questionnaire gathered the children’s perceived experience with the prototype.
5. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

The video recordings (N=4, T=212 minutes) of the sessions were transcribed (including noting non-verbal communication and pauses) two at a time by two researchers, after which they were swapped and proofread. Analysis was then performed following a top-down thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke 2006). Similarly, the researchers analysed transcripts two at a time, and swapped. Discrepancies were discussed with the team. Similar to previous work (e.g. (Xie et al. 2008)) the level of engagement was measured by percentage of on-task time per child. The level of enjoyment during prototype use was also analysed, using three measures: 1) positive and negative verbal and non-verbal behaviours from the video recordings (Xie et al. 2008); 2) general level of child enjoyment, on a 5-point smileyometer, a Likert scale with emoticons ranging from very unhappy to very happy (Read and MacFarlane 2006; Frauenberger et al. 2013); 3) level of enjoyment with the VC, the ways that ideas can be entered (text, drawings, images and voice recording) and the received rewards; these were also ranked using a smileyometer. To answer the third research question, all ideas generated by children were counted and analysed in terms of appropriateness (i.e. relevance to the design task), diversity/uniqueness (i.e. not being mentioned before), and novelty (not being facilitated by a hint).

6. RESULTS

Level of engagement. The time spent by the children on-task was 96% of the total time across the four sessions, and is represented for each child in percentages in Figure 6. Breaks were not requested. Moreover, three children were asked to move to the next task after generating a number of ideas, due to our time limit. Level of enjoyment. On the general opinion smileyometer, three children selected an emoticon for ‘very happy’, one for ‘happy’ and one for ‘neither happy nor unhappy’. In addition, the analysis of verbal and non-verbal behaviour revealed a number of instances when children enjoyed working with the prototype, and no frustration with it (Figure 7). All children reported they liked the virtual character (2 selected ‘very happy’ and 3 ‘happy’). Most of them liked the ways of recording ideas and the rewards, with no answer lower than ‘neither happy nor unhappy’ but some variability (especially for the ways of recording ideas).

Ideas Generated. Children generated 39 ideas, with at least one per task per child (Figure 8). The maximum number of ideas generated by a child across tasks was 10. However, the children did not exhaust their ideas since a time limit was imposed. Only two employed all ways of introducing their ideas. Out of the 39 ideas generated, 34 were appropriate for the tasks, 27 were diverse (unique) and 30 were novel.
7. DISCUSSION

We investigated the feasibility of a future technology-based tool (iGeneration), specifically designed to support autistic children to engage and contribute their ideas during PD’s idea generation, as individually in this initial version. We employed a low fidelity prototype which had been iteratively designed and improved based on a series of studies involving 20 stakeholders. Our main aims were to find out whether children with autism would engage with the prototype, enjoy working with it and be capable of generating design ideas.

The fact that all participants completed the tasks without asking for a break and spent on average a very high percentage (96%), and a minimum of 89%, of session time on them indicates that the tool is promising for engaging children with autism during the idea generation stage of PD. Both the results from questionnaires and behaviour observations (verbal and non-verbal) clearly indicate that the children enjoyed using the prototype. The child who selected the emoticon ‘neither happy nor unhappy’, when asked for a reason for her answer, explained that she would like the prototype to be on a tablet. This suggests that she would enjoy more using a more finished product, rather than not liking the prototype at all. The small variability of opinions on ways of recording design ideas may be related to each child’s abilities, and it would be interesting to further investigate how these features could be made more useful and attractive to children. Children were all able to generate ideas (at least one per task) and four out of the five generated more than one idea for at least one task. With few exceptions, the ideas were appropriate to the task. Sometimes the children were distracted, e.g. one of them (P3) was interested in Microsoft products and spent a long time describing them, and another (P2) appeared to sometimes be more interested in drawing than relating the idea to the task. Designing features to redirect child attention to the task as well as taking advantage of their interests to facilitate idea generation should be considered at the next stage of the tool design. In addition, most of the ideas generated were quite diverse (not repetitive) and novel (with no hint needed before).

Although our findings are promising, there are a few limitations which should be considered in the future. Firstly, our sample size was small, therefore the reported findings should be interpreted with caution. Actually, most studies with children with ASC include small sample sizes, mainly due to a general difficulty in recruiting participants (Bozgeyikli et al. 2018). However, in spite of the small sample, this study has contributed to our understanding of how a new technology-based tool can support children with ASC to contribute their ideas during a PD process. Moreover, children’s suggestions will help us further improve the design of the tool. Secondly, our study had a time limit which was imposed by the autistic organisation’s holiday campus activities. After developing the high-fidelity prototype, we intend to conduct a within-subject design study with children with ASC to compare engagement, enjoyment and ideas generated (both in quantity and quality) when working with it (condition A) and without (condition B). In addition, we are interested to look at the impact of the tool on children’s behaviour and abilities (e.g. anxiety, self-efficacy).

Despite the limitations of this study, the results support a positive answer for the research questions, and constitute a strong basis for us to continue designing and developing iGeneration. In version two of iGeneration, we will focus on including collaborative idea generation (i.e. children working together to
generate design ideas) and automatic personalised hints to support autistic children. For the latter, an idea reported in (Constantin et al. 2019) is to use crowdsourcing with a team of selected online workers (experts and practitioners in autism) as a way of generating hints and rating them in terms of appropriateness and usefulness for a child. Machine learning could remove noise and redundancy before the most frequent, appropriate and useful hint is provided. This approach has ethical challenges which will need to be addressed. We will also consider personalising other features for autistic children (e.g. the VC, the rewards).
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